at which the crystals separate under tension is below the melting-point of the crystalline material, and th at the difference is independent of the angle between the crystal axes of the two crystals and of impurity providing this does not exceed about 0-02 %. The mechanism of boundary formation is considered, a distinction being drawn between two types of boundary described as " columnar" and " segregational" . The structure of the boundary is discussed in the light of the new experimental evidence, which favours a " transitional lattice" rather than an " amorphous layer" theory. For many years values of gravity all over the world have been obtained relative to that at Potsdam by observations with invariable pendulums. The value at Potsdam was determined by Kiihnen and Furtwangler (1906) by K ater's method and a standard error of 0-003 cm./sec.2 was claimed for the result. Any error in the Potsdam value would involve an equal error in the related values all over the world. As the acceleration of gravity is involved in all measurements of force with the balance and thus in the unit of electric current and in such quantities as the velocity of an a-particle, it is important to know whether the accepted value at Potsdam has the accuracy claimed for it. A recent absolute determination by Heyl and Cook (1936) at the National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C., gave a result 0*020 cm./sec.2 less than th at obtained by comparison with Potsdam, whilst one by Clark at the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington gave 0*0138 cm./sec.2 less. The relative gravity connexion between Potsdam and Washington is strong, but those between Teddington and Washington and between Teddington and Potsdam are weak and indirect. Advantage has therefore been taken of the visit of the authors to Washington to attend the recent meeting of the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics to make a comparison of the values of g at the places used for the absolute determinations at the National Physical Laboratory and at the National Bureau of Standards. It had been intended also to connect the National Physical Laboratory directly with Potsdam, but the outbreak of war has made it necessary for this to be postponed.
The two-pendulum apparatus belonging to the Department of Geodesy and Geophysics of Cambridge University was used with six half-seconds invar pendulums numbered 1A, IB , 1C, 6A, 6B, and 6C. A photograph of this apparatus has been given by Bullard (1936, plate 28, lower figure) . As the manometer generally used to measure the pressure inside this apparatus has shown a tendency to stick, a new one with a 3 mm. bore was provided and was connected externally so th at it could be tapped before reading. The pendulums were timed against seconds signals derived from the quartz oscillator frequency standards of the laboratories. At the National Physical Laboratory the 100,000 cycle frequency derived from the crystal is demultiplied to 1000 cycles and used to drive a phonic motor which closes a switch for a few thousandths of a second every second. Current controlled by this switch was fed to a moving iron oscillograph and recorded on moving bromide paper. The transits of the pendulums through their equilibrium positions were also recorded on this paper. The recording arrangements and chronograph were those described by Bullard (1933) . At the National Bureau of Standards the arrangement was similar except th at the seconds signal consisted of five cycles of a thousand cycle current every second, the five cycles being selected by a multivibrator and the timing being thus independent of any mechanical contact. The rate of the crystal at the National Physical Laboratory was determined by daily comparisons with the 10 a.m. signal from Rugby, the corrections given by Greenwich in the Admiralty Notices to Mariners being applied. At the National Bureau of Standards signals and corrections from the Naval Observatory were used. In both cases the rate is derived from smooth curves drawn through the time signal observations for some days before and after the gravity measurements. The comparisons of the clocks with the signals and the computations of the rates were done by the staffs of the laboratories.
The pendulums were swung in pairs in opposite phase to eliminate sway of the support. Four one-hour observations were made with each pair and the same four pairs (1A and 1C, 1A and IB , 6A and 6C, 6A and 6B) were observed on the same agate blocks at both stations. The opening observations were made at the National Physical Laboratory from 27 July to 3 August 1939, 1A and 1C were first observed followed by 1A and IB . After the latter measurements a few cu.mm, of oil were found on the bob of 1 A. This oil had presumably been blown on to the pendulums from the bore of one of the taps when letting air into the apparatus. I t was un fortunately impossible to say whether this had happened before the start of the measurements, between those on the two pairs, or after those on the latter pair; it was therefore thought desirable to repeat the measure ments on 1A and 1C and to reject the measurements on 1A obtained previously. When the results were worked out it was found th at the mean of the eight rejected values of the period only differed by 0*5 x 10~7 sec. from the mean of the four repeat measurements. This small difference is of no practical importance, and means th at either the oil got on the pendulum after the swings or th at its centre of gravity happened to coincide with th at of the pendulum.
The measurements at the National Bureau of Standards were made between 7 and 12 September 1939 and the closing measurements at the National Physical Laboratory between 1 and 4 October 1939. The indi vidual swings were satisfactorily concordant, the probable errors of a single swing deduced from the deviations of the individual pendulums from the mean being: It is noteworthy that the difference in the periods of a pair of pendulums is more variable than their mean period. This is probably due to the effect of small ground motions being eliminated from the mean whilst it is doubled in the difference. Previously this effect has been obscured by errors from other sources (see Bullard 1936, p. 467) . The probable error of the mean can be accounted for by the known errors of measurement.
As the scatter of the measured periods is so small (1 x 10~7 sec. is equivalent to four parts in ten million in g )it is not thought neces the 104 individual periods. The mean periods for the pairs reduced to zero pressure, 0° C and zero arc are given in table 1, each entry is the mean of four observations. The means for each pendulum are summarized in table 2. The changes in period between the first and last sets a t the National Physical Laboratory are rather larger than has been usual in recent years with these pendulums. This may be due to the pendulums having travelled in their boxes in a large packing case packed all round with a foot of wood wool instead of being carried by hand as is usual. In order to determine whether any pendulum had suffered a large change on the way to or from Washington the differences of the period of each from the mean of the six were found, the changes in these differences (table 3) do not indicate any striking change. The mean of the initial and final sets has therefore been used for each pendulum and the ratio of the values of g at the two stations calculated. Then, using Clark's value at Teddington, the value at Washington was found. The results are given in the last line of table 2. Rounded off to the nearest 0*001 five pendulums give 981*085 and one gives 981*083, the mean is 981*0848. At the National Physical Laboratory the instrument rested at floor-level on the pillar used by Clark, the mean height of the centre of gravity of his pendulum was 1*0 m. above the floor. obtained for the result from a single pendulum and 0-21 mgal. for th at from the mean. If the changes in period found on returning to the National Physical Laboratory are regarded as a measure of the uncertainty in the Washington-Teddington difference a probable error of 1*5 mgal. is found for a single pendulum and 0-63 mgal. for the mean of the six. The latter is likely to be an overestimate of the uncertainty as the changes are partially eliminated by taking the mean of the initial and final measure ments. Systematic errors might be caused by uncertainties in the constants used to reduce the periods to 0° C, vacuum and zero arc, but the differences in pressure, temperature and arc are so small (table 4) th at the error produced cannot exceed a few tenths of a milligal (Bullard and Jolly 1936, p. 468; Mace and Bullard 1939) . The uncertainty in the clock rates certainly does not exceed 0-01 sec./day and cannot contribute more than a few parts in 107 to the uncertainty in g. On the whole a probable error of 0-001 cm./sec.2 for the relative connexion and 0-002 for each absolute measurement seems a conservative estimate. This gives a probable error of 0-003 cm./sec.2 for the comparison of Clark's and Heyl's results. The observed discrepancy of 0-0046 is therefore satisfactory, and both absolute determinations can be regarded with considerable confidence.
Acceleration due to gravity The observed difference between Washington and Teddington may also be compared with that obtained from previous relative determinations. The relevant connexions are indicated in figure 1 , those between the English stations and Potsdam and De Bilt were subjected to a least squares adjustment by Bullard and Jolly (1936, see also a correction, 1937) with the result* g (National Physical Laboratory) = 981-1953, * C lark gives th e value a t P o tsd am , d erived from his ab so lu te d eterm in a tio n an d th is connexion, as 981-2612; th is should be 981-2602, th e erro r has arisen th ro u g h a confusion b etw een th e Pendelsaal w here th e absolute m easu rem en t was m ade a n d th e Ost Keller w hich is generally used for rela tiv e d eterm in a tio n s a n d w here g is g rea ter by 0 -001.
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relative to Kiihnen and Furtwangler's absolute measurement at Potsdam. E. J. Brown's connexion of Potsdam and the Bureau of Standards gave g (National Bureau of Standards) = 980-1000 relative to Potsdam. The difference is 1-0953 compared to our observed difference of 1-0969. This agreement is better than might have been anti cipated from the number of links in the chain. A least squares adjustment of the net is not worth while at present as it will be considerably strengthened when the National Physical Laboratory, Cambridge and Potsdam have been connected.
Miller Putnam Meinesz
F ig u r e 1. R e la tiv e g ra v ity connexions. P = P o tsd a m , D B = D e B ilt, C = C am b rid g e, S = S o u th a m p to n , K = K ew , = G reenw ich (R ecord R oom ), G2 = G reenw ich (N a tio n a l S ta tio n ), N P L = N a tio n a l P h y sica l L a b o ra to ry , 0 = O tta w a , N B S = N a tio n a l B u re a u o f S ta n d a rd s, DC = D e p a rtm e n t o f C om m erce, W a sh in g to n , S I = S m ith so n ian I n stitu tio n , W a sh in g to n , N JA = 205 N ew J e rs e y A v en u e, W a sh in g to n .
The agreement of the two recent absolute determinations leaves little doubt th at the Potsdam value is considerably in error. According to Heyl and Cook's absolute determination and E. J. Brown's WashingtonPotsdam connexion it is 0-020 cm./sec.2 too high, according to Clark's absolute determination and Bullard and Jolly's (1936) reduction of the relative connexions it is 0-0138 too high. Using Clark's absolute deter mination and the Teddington-Washington-Potsdam relative connexions it is 0-0154 too high. Considering the uncertainties of the various measure ments we regard -0-017 as the best correction and as being consistent with all the data. This correction should be applied to values in the Potsdam system when values of g are to be used in connexion with other physical quantities (for example in the determination of the electrical units), but it should not be applied in calculating gravity anomalies for geophysical purposes. A gravity anomaly is the difference between observed gravity and th at calculated from an expression representing " normal g rav ity", the latter is itself derived from a large number of observations scattered all over the earth, and a correction applied to the observed values would therefore involve a correction to the " theoretical" values and would leave the anomalies unchanged. The correction should therefore not be applied to values of g for geophysical purposes unless the normal gravity formula is also changed and it is undesirable th at this should be done without international agreement.
Acceleration due to gravity
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Summary
The values of the acceleration due to gravity at the points used for the recent absolute determinations at the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, and at the National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C., have been compared. The difference found is l-0969 cm./sec.2. The difference between the two absolute determinations is 11015 cm./sec.2 whilst that deduced from previous indirect relative connexions is l-0953 cm./sec.2. The agreement is within the uncertainties of the measurements, and leaves little doubt that the hitherto accepted value at Potsdam is some seventeen parts in a million too great. R eferences B row n, E . J . 1936 Spec. P ubl. U .S. Cst Geod. no. 204. B u llard, E . C. 1933 Proc. Roy. Soc. A, 141, 233-258. -1936 Phil.Trans. A, 235, 445-531. B u llard, E . C. a n d Jo lly , H . L. P . 1936 M on. N ot. R . A str. Soc. S u p p l. 3, 443-477. --1937 M on. N ot. R . A str. Soc. Geophys. S u p p l. 4, 132. C lark, J . S. 1939 Phil.Trans. A , 238, 65-123. H eyl, P . R . an d Cook, G. S. 1936 . K iih n en, F . an d F u rtw a n g ler, P . 1906 Veroff. preuss. geoddt. In st., N .F . no. 27. Mace, C. an d B ullard, E . C. 1939 
